**Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams; Engineering Department**

**NOTIFICATION for registration of contractors for awarding works on nomination basis in TTD Engineering department as per G.O.Ms.No.74 dated 16.9.19 & G.O.Ms.No. 75 dated 17.9.19 of department of Backward classes (H) welfare, Govt. of AP**

The Govt. of A.P vide G.O.Ms.No. 74, Department of Backward classes (H) dt.16.09.19 has issued orders for implementation of 50% Reservations to BCs, SCs, STs in entrustment of works on Nomination. Also vide G.O.Ms.No.75, Department of Backward classes (H) dt.17.09.19 has issued orders for implementation of 50% Reservations to Women in entrustment of works on Nomination. The TTD Board vide Res. No.424, Dated.29.02.2020 approved to implement the same with suitable modalities in TTD Engineering department. Accordingly, it is proposed to award 50% of the Works contracts (Civil/Mechanical / Electrical) which will be taken up on Nomination basis and with estimate value upto Rs.5.00 lakhs, to BCs, SCs, STs & Women Contractors (other than Minorities).

For this purpose each Circle is treated as one unit. The interested candidates (other than Minorities) having Contract Registration in TTD under Class-V & above (in case of Civil) and Class-III & above (in case of Elec.) belonging to the relevant categories can apply for enrolling their names so as to award 50% of works taken up on nomination basis (value upto Rs.5.00 lakhs) as per the ROR & guide lines in the offices of the respective unit i.e., Superintending Engineers(I,II,III ) in case of Civil / Mechanical works &Superintending Engineer (Elec.) in case of Electrical works of TTD Engineering Department, Tirupati duly furnishing the following documents.

i. Attested copy of the contractor Registration
ii. Attested copy of caste certificate issued by the Tahsildar for the individuals of BCs, SCs & STs
iii. Aadhaar copy(Attested)
iv. Mobile number for communication.

In case of Non-Registered interested candidates belongs to above categories (except Minorities), the Registration Authority for Class-V (Civil) contractor is Executive Engineer & for Class-III (Elec.) is Chief Engineer, TTD.

**A)** For Class-V (Civil) Registration, the following documents are to be produced to the Registering Authority.

i. Application form in prescribed format with Rs.5/- court fee stamp.
ii. Registration fee of Rs.1000/- + applicable GST extra shall be paid through Crossed Demand Draft obtained from a Scheduled Bank/ Nationalized bank in favour of Executive Officer, TTD.
iii. Solvency certificate for Rs.1.00 lakh in the prescribed proforma (This is exempted initially for a period of 1 year for the individuals of BCs, SCs,
iv. Experience certificate stating that functioned as agent / employee under Class-I contractor (This is exempted initially for a period of 1 year for the individuals of BCs, SCs, STs and Women)

v. Income tax PAN copy

vi. GST registration copy

vii. Attested copy of Caste certificate issued by the Tahsildar for the individuals of BCs, SCs & STs.

B) For Class-III (Elec.) Registration, the following documents are to be produced to the Registering Authority.

i. Application form in prescribed format with Rs.5/- court fee stamp.

ii. Registration fee of Rs.2000/- + applicable GST extra shall be paid Crossed Demand Draft obtained from a Scheduled Bank in favour of Executive Officer, TTD

iii. Solvency certificate for Rs.0.50 lakh in the prescribed proforma (This is exempted initially for a period of 1 year for the individuals of BCs, SCs, STs, and Women)

iv. Experience: The Contractor himself shall be Licensed Electrician or at least have a licensed Electrician in his Employment.

v. Income tax PAN copy

vi. GST registration copy

vii. Attested copy of Caste certificate issued by the Tahsildar for the individuals of BCs, SCs & STs.

Each contractor who enrolled as above shall be given an enrolment number category wise (BC, SC, ST & Women category wise) on first enrolled first basis under respective unit. Whenever a works contract nomination proposal arises in respective Circle of the TTD Engineering department, the work will be allotted to the enrolled registered contractor as per the roster and enrolment seriatum in each category. The works will be allotted in the order of first cum first proposal received by the respective Circle i.e., Superintending Engineer, TTD.

If the allotted works contractor not willing to come forward to take up the work, the work may be allotted to the next works contractor in the enrolment seriatum in the same category. If the woman works contractor of the respective category as per the roster points is not available, the work may be allotted to the male works contractor of the respective category. No work will be allotted to minorities.

These Reservations to BCs, SCs, STs & Women (Except minorities) in Works Contracts shall be implemented in all works which will be entrusted on nomination basis with the following exemptions.

- a) Procurement of items directly from Manufacturers / through their Authorized Dealer
- b) Emergency works taken up during visit of VVIP
- c) Emergency works inside Temples
- d) Arrangements for laying Foundation stones / Inauguration functions

For further details Contact:

SE-I Circle 0877-2264400
SE-II Circle 0877-2264389
SE-III Circle 0877-224641, 4775